I would like to personally thank you for watching the Origins program. Origins was a special program, near to the heart of my late husband, Russell Bixler.

I trust that the information in this presentation will be helpful in your study of creation science. Thank you for your prayerful and financial support of Origins…you’re making the television production of this program possible.

-Norma Bixler
Different Colors or Same Color – Different Shades?

Beauty Is Skin Deep

Skin Color
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Melanocytes and Melanin in Basal Layer of Epidermis
Melanin Granules Form an "Umbrella" Over the Nucleus
Shades of Skin Color

A LOTS OF MELANIN
B LOTS OF MELANIN
a SMALL AMOUNT OF MELANIN
b SMALL AMOUNT OF MELANIN

DARK AABB
MIDDLE BROWN AaBb
LIGHT aabb
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What Color Was Adam & Eve’s Skin?

**Lacking Genetic Variability**

**Light**
- AABB
- aabb

**All Light**
- AABB
- AAbb

**Dark**
- AABB
- AAbb

**All Dark**
- AABB
- AAbb

**Mid-Tone**
- AAbb
- AAbb

**Light**
- aabb
- AAbb

**Skin Deep**

Beauty Is

Skin Color
ADAM & EVE HAD LOTS OF GENETIC VARIATION

AND COULD ACHIEVE A WIDE RANGE OF SKIN TONES IN ONE GENERATION!
Beauty Is Skin Deep
Skin Color

NO BIG DIFFERENCE!

.2% DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ANY TWO PEOPLE

"RACIAL" CHARACTERISTICS DIFFERENCE

.2%

.2%

.2%

.2%

.012%
Acts 17:26

And He has made from one blood every nation of men to dwell on all the face of the earth, and has determined their preappointed times and the boundaries of their dwellings,

NKJV
Our eye's lens is truly a marvel of chemistry. It contains a very high concentration of protein molecules in a transparent water solution. This discovery amazed scientists because protein molecules are not transparent, but opaque.

In the lens they pack together like the molecules of a window glass. This results in the normally opaque protein solution becoming transparent.

When it comes to the eye, creation makes sense while evolution leaves us questioning its logic.
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